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I wish you could just go back
Back to... 

We were so happy together what happened to us
We were perfect I guess our love wasn't enough
Take a bite out of trouble some... to groove... on the
table so that cut that... 
From fresh white nights without indiscuss
With the sweet like the... it's the last part
This last... as long as I can
All the mistakes I've made make me a better man
The time passes and you with you never stops me from
missing you.

Chorus:
Baby I'll be back whenever you need me
We will gonna be so happy when you see
'Cause I'm a hustler better than the... 
Tell me where you better come and get you girl.
I know you're at home all alone tax of my phone
I'm, I'ma missin you.
I'm missin you, I'm, I'm missin you
I'm missin you, I'm missin you.

You break up the makeup and break up again
Then makeup and break up and try to be just friends
You date someone else turning me for... 
Put your head on my shoulder tryin out to rejection
After... get... you go on and smile
Something I haven't seen from you from in the longest
while
And seeing you happy makes this world wide
We haven't been supposed to be together in a while
As we hugged the... back
We had everything on the last... like a contract
Good to see you in my life I can missin contact
Haters tryin to push back no... 
Is you and nature knowing this is it
Tryin to... switches on last... soon as... top of my
shoulder
Then I'll wake up from the dream I'll be having over and
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over
Another look at the... knowing there's nothing I can do...
the one I'm missin'.

Chorus:
Baby I'll be back whenever you need me
We will gonna be so happy when you see
'Cause I'm a hustler better than the... 
Tell me where you better come and get you girl.
I know you're at home all alone tax of my phone
I'm, I'ma missin you.
I'm missin you, I'm, I'm missin you
I'm missin you, I'm missin you.

Should have stopped.
I miss you baby
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